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KURGEN 
There’s an old Zhuh-Zhuh saying, “For every rock a 
Kurgen and for every Kurgen a rock.” Okay, so it 
loses something in the translation, but it does show 
that the Kurgen are numerous and also have a long 
history with the Zhuh-Zhuhs. As the Zhuh-Zhuhs are 
from the 4

th
 Ring there is speculation that the Kurgen 

may have originated there as well.  

While where they began is speculative, what is 
known is that they are a proud military race and 
were broken up by Gaea Prime many, many years 
ago. This event, called the “scattering”, forcefully 
dispersed the Kurgen masses across the galaxy. 
The reasons behind this vary by who you ask but 
both sides have chosen to move on past it. Okay, 
Gaea Prime has chosen to but the Kurgen have not 
(see Hiring Kurgen, page, ##). 

The Kurgen have chosen the only option open to 
them with their mindset, mercenary.  They are 
massive in build, and dedicated in purpose, and that 
purpose is to serve those who pay them. Just never 
double-cross them. 

 

ATTRIBUTE LIST  
Here are the Special Attributes for Kurgen in 5150: 
Star Army.   

 

     SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES 

 

TYPE SPECIAL ATTRIBUTE 

KURGEN 
 
 

Combat Artist - Add 1d6 in melee. 
Hard as Nails - Roll 3d6 when taking the 
Recover From Knock Down test. 

  

UNIT ORGANIZATION  
Kurgen have eight figure squads organized as 
follows: 
 

PLATOON TYPE # SQUADS # ASSETS 

Kurgen 2 2 
(1)

 

(1) Two Multi-Weapons per squad. 

Each platoon has one half-squad or fire team that is 
attached to it. One figure represents the platoon 
leader and three others represent average soldiers, 
one with a Multi-Weapon.  

Since the “scattering” Kurgen are only seen at the 
squad and platoon level. Any information pertaining 
before the “scattering” would be pure speculation. 

 

VEHICLE INFO 
Though Kurgen may possess inter-planetary 
vehicles, on the battlefield they will use the vehicle 
supplied to them by those who hired them.   

CREWS 

Kurgen crews will use the following table: 

 

1                       CREW REP 
(Read result as rolled) 

 

ARMY 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kurgen  4  4  4 4  5 5 

 

CAMPAIGN MORALE 
Kurgen start with the following campaign morale. 
Their Morale is always kept separately from their 
employers. Kurgen have been known to continue the 
fight after their employers have left and have also 
left before their employers have given up the 
campaign! 

X              CAMPAIGN MORALE    

 

ARMY CAMPAIGN MORALE 

Kurgen 2 

 

INVESTMENT LEVELS 
Kurgen Investment Levels (5150: Star Army, page 
49) are based on their employers. Kurgen are the 
investment, not the investors! 
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RANDOM EVENTS 
Kurgen use the following Random Events: 

1           RANDOM EVENTS TABLE   
 (Reading the result as rolled) 

# KURGEN 

1 Sniper 

2 Sniper 

3 Mine 
(1)

 

4 Mine 
 
 

5 Mine  

6 Artillery strike  

(1)All will use Anti-Personnel mines except for ISS which 
will use Inferno mines.  

REINFORCEMENTS 
Kurgen receive Reinforcements based on their 
employer’s tables (5150: Star Army, page, 59). Any 
results except for infantry will be from their employer. 
Infantry reinforcements will be Kurgen.  

 

INSERTION 
Kurgen will use the following Insertion Table to arrive 
at the battlefield. Note that they will only arrive in 
vehicles if supplied by their employer!  
 

1               INSERTION - KURGEN 
(Reading the result as rolled) 

 

# CONTROLLING  CONTESTING 

1 or less Walking in Walking in 

2 Walking in Walking in 

3 Walking in APC 

4 APC APC 

5 APC Medium Tank 

6 or more Medium Tank Medium Tank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REPLACEMENTS 
As Kurgen are Mercenaries and have to be hired 
(page, ##) they rarely receive replacements. After all 
figures have rolled on the After the Battle Table 
(5150: Star Army, page, 29) it's time to see if their 
squads will receive any replacements. Here's how 
it's done: 

 Roll 1d6 versus the Rep of the squad leader. 
If he was a casualty then roll versus the 
number 4. 

 Roll 1d6 versus the Investment Level of your 
force.  

 Determine how many d6 were passed 
between both rolls.  

 Consult the Replacements Table and 
immediately apply the results. 

 

2                         REPLACEMENTS 
(Taken vs. the Rep of the Squad Leader & I-Level) 

 

# D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 All squads that are over 1/2 strength 
will receive one replacement.  
 
All squads at or below 1/2 strength will 
receive two replacements.    

1  All squads that are over 1/2 strength 
will receive one replacement.  
 
All squads at or below 1/2 strength will 
be used as replacements. Disburse the 
figures evenly to other squads even if 
this brings them over full squad status.   

0 All squads that are over 1/2 strength 
will not receive replacements.  
 
All squads at or below 1/2 strength will 
be used as replacements. Disburse the 
figures evenly to other squads even if 
this brings them over full squad status.   

Replacements are rolled normally from the list. 
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SPECIAL RULES 
The Kurgen have the following four special rules. 

RETRIEVING THE WOUNDED 

The Kurgen only recover their wounded after a 
victory and never during the fight. 

RETIRE WITH HONOR OR DIE 

If a Kurgen unit loses all of its original leaders, they 
will lower their arms and retire until they are off the 
board. 

If they are fired upon they return to the battle and 
take no reaction tests until they are all killed or OOF.   

CHECK FOR DEAD TEST 

Like the Hishen, even near death there is chance 
that a Kurgen will make one last attempt to cause 
casualties. Non-Kurgen troops must check any 
Kurgen Out of the Fight or Obviously Dead figure to 
see if they are truly dead. This will usually be after 
the battle. Here's how it's done: 

 Move one or more figures to within 3" of the 
downed Kurgen figure. 

 Roll 2d6 vs. its Rep on the Check for Dead 
Table.  

 If more than one figure moves to within 3” of 
the downed enemy figure only the closest 
figure takes the test and then only once. 

2             CHECK FOR DEAD TABLE 
 (Taken vs. the Rep of the checking figure) 

A result of "6" is always a failure 

 

# D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

 

2 Enemy figure is Obviously Dead. 

1 Enemy figure takes a final shot at the tester 
before expiring. Roll 1d6.  

 (1) The tester has been shot once 
with the weapon that the enemy 
would normally have.  

 (2-6)The enemy has shot and 
missed and is now Obviously Dead.     

0 The enemy figure explodes a fragmentation 
grenade. All figures within a 5” blast circle 
are possible casualties as previously 
outlined. Regardless of the outcome, the 
enemy figure is now Obviously Dead 

HIRING KURGEN 

The Kurgen can be hired by almost any other race.  
Before a campaign and after the player has fielded 
his force he may try to hire Kurgen mercenaries. 
Here’s how we do it: 

 The player declares his intent to hire 
Kurgen. 

 Star with 2d6. 

 Modify this number by any applicable 
circumstances. 

 Roll the modified total of d6 versus the 
player’s Investment Level 

 Determine how many d6 are passed and 
consult the Kurgen Availability Table. 

 Adjust the force accordingly. 

 

2               KURGEN AVAILABILITY TABLE 
(Taken versus the Investment Level of the army) 

 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Employer fighting against Gaea Prime  +1d6 

Chance to fight against Star Army or ISS +1d6 

 

# D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 Replace your squads with Kurgen 
squads up to twice your Investment Level 
or add Kurgen squads equal to your 
Investment Level. 

1 Replace your squads with Kurgen 
squads up to your Investment Level or 
add Kurgen squads equal to half of your 
Investment Level. 

0 No Kurgen available to be hired. 

 

Example – Rebels are conducting an offensive 
campaign against Gaea Prime PEF forces. The 
Rebels have one platoon, three squads of infantry. 
The Rebel player decides his intent to recruit Kurgen 
mercenaries and rolls 2d6 versus his IL of 2 (5150: 
Star Army, page, 49) and scores a1 and 4, passing 
1d6. He has the choice of pulling 2 of his squads out 
of the campaign and replacing them with Kurgen or 
he can add 1 Kurgen squad. He chooses to add the 
Kurgen squad. When would a player ever replace 
his squads instead of add Kurgen squads? To open 
a second campaign front elsewhere. That would 
force his opponent to divert troops away from the 
first front. 

 

Hire your own Kurgen here: 

http://www.rebelminis.com/15kuin.html 
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2         KURGEN REACTION TESTS 

(Taken versus Rep) 
* = Star May choose to pass 2d6, 1d6, or 0d6 

 

CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

In cover  +1d6 

Half strength or less -1d6 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

REASON PASS 2D6 PASS 1D6 PASS 0D6 

In Sight  Out of ammo or range: 

 Charge into melee if 
possible, otherwise 
Duck Back.  

Others: 

 Fire. 

Out of ammo or range: 

 Charge into melee 
if possible, 
otherwise Duck 
Back.  

Others: 

 Fire. 

All: 

 Snap Fire. 

Received Fire 
(Ldr) * 

Outgunned: 

 Duck Back.  
Others: 

 Fire. 

Outgunned: 

 Duck Back.  
Others: 

 Snap Fire. 

All: 

 Halt.  

Man Down 
(Ldr) * 

All: 

 Carry On.   

All : 

 Duck Back.  

All: 

 Cohesion Test. 

Cohesion 
Test (Ldr) * 
Taken by unit 

All: 

 Carry On.   

If under half-strength: 

 Leave the 
battlefield. 

Otherwise: 

 Carry On but 1 in 3 
figures (minimum of 
1) will leave the 
battlefield.  

If under half-strength: 

 Leave the battlefield. 
Otherwise: 

 Carry On but 1 in 2 
figures (minimum of 
1) will leave the 
battlefield.  

Recover From 
Knock Down 

Roll 3d6 instead 
of 2d6 but only 
count 2 best 
scores 

All: 

 Stunned and may not 
act or react until having 
spent one full turn of 
activation doing nothing. 

All: 

 Out of the fight.     

All: 

 Obviously dead. 

 
 

TYPE SPECIAL ATTRIBUTE 

KURGEN 
 
 

Combat Artist - Add 1d6 in melee. 
Hard as Nails - Roll 3d6 when taking the 
Recover From Knock Down test. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QRS 
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KURGEN

# TYPE REP ARMOR MOVE WEAPON RANGE TARGET SB HB EXO BTA 

6 Infantry 1 – 2 = 5 SB 8 Rifle, Assault 48” 3 3 3 2 NE 

2  3 – 5 = 4   Multi-weapon Special      

  6 = 3          

KURGEN MULTI-WEAPON 

The Kurgen Multi-Weapon’s origin is unknown.  
They are highly revered by the Kurgen, and if the 
user falls in combat, it will be immediately picked up 
by the nearest Kurgen, who, like all Kurgen is 
completely familiar with its use.  Here’s how it works: 

 The weapon starts as a Heavy Machine 
Gun. 

 When the user is active and before firing he 
will change the weapon to the most 
appropriate function based on range, target 
armor and target number. There is no delay 
when switching functions.  

 The rocket launcher will always be used 
when firing at Exo or BTA armor.   

 The weapon also has a self-destruct 
function. Once set the device will explode as 
if a fired rocket with the blast circle centered 
upon the user. 

 The self-destruct will automatically set if the 
user is Out of the Fight or Obviously Dead. It 
has been speculated that this it can only be 
overridden by another Kurgen quickly 
retrieving the device and explains why no 
other species have ever been seen using a 
Kurgen Multi-Weapon.   

 If surrounded and hopelessly outnumbered 
the Kurgen, when activating, will choose 
self-destruction on a roll of “1”.  Otherwise, 
he will continue to fight on. 

 

MULTI-WEAPON FUNCTION RANGE TARGET SB HB EXO BTA 

Machine Gun, Heavy 60” 4/ 1vehicle 5 4 1 0 

Rocket Launcher 48” 3” circle/1 vehicle 6 5 5 4 

Arrow Launcher 24” 5” circle 2 1 NE NE 

Flame Thrower 12” 1” wide w/ 3” circle 4 3 3 2 

Self-Destruct X 5” circle 6 5 5 4 

 

Due to having the Multi-Weapon, Kurgen scorn other 
support weapons, but will use them if required by 
their employers. We’ve added stats for the most 

common. Note that Kurgen have grenades available 
as per 5150: Star Army (page, 25). 

 

SUPPORT WEAPONS  RANGE TARGET SB HB EXO BTA 

Grenade, Fragmentation 6 5" circle 2 1 NE NE 

Light Auto-Cannon 24 44 3 2 0 NE 

Rocket Launcher 48 3" circle/1 vehicle 6 5 5 4 

 

 

      

 

 


